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Background

A rocket works in much the same way that a balloon is
propelled through the air by releasing gas. Ifs a basic lawof
physics that for every force or action there is an equal and
opposite force or reaction. In a rocket, fuel is burned to make a
hot gas. This hot gas is forced out of narrow nozzles in the back
of the rocket, propelling the rocket forward. In this lab you will
propel your rocket forward with a rubber band on a wooden
launcher.

A controlled experiment is an experiment in which all
factors except one are ,.kept constant. A variable is any factor
that can change in an experiment. In a well-designed experiment,
you need to keep all the variables the same except for one. The
factor that you change is called the manipulated variable. The
factor that changes as a result of the manipulated variable is
called the responding variable. The responding variable is what
you measure or observe to obtain your results. In this experiment
your responding variable is the distance the rocket flies.

Make sure you record your data on the correct data table.

Group#1 Data Table

I R~cket I Trial #1 I Trial #2 ! Trial #3



Group #2 Data Table

Rocket Trial #1I
1 rubberband
2 rubberbands I

13 rubberbands I

Group #3 Data Table

Rocket Trial
2 fins
.3 fins
4 fins

Group #4 Data Table

Rocket Trial
Bottom
Middle
Top

Group #5 Data Table

Force Trial 1

30cm
40 em
j50cm I

Group #6 Data Table

I Angle I Trial ~
1200 rt
1300

I1400I ,

Trial #2 I Trial #3

#1 Trial #3Trial #2

#1 Trial #2 Trial #3

#1 Trial #2 Trial #3

#1 j Trial #2 I Trial #3
, I

1I
__ I I



.-'

Group#7 Data Table

Washers I Trial #1 Trial #2 Trial #3 l
i

1 washer
I

I
2 washers

I -
3 washers

Group#8 Data Table

Fin width Trial #1 Trial #2 Trial #3 I
I

narrow
medium I

wide

Questions:

l.Identify the manipulated variable in each of the 8 groups:

#1 # 2 #3 _

#4 # 5 #6 _

#7 #8 _

Copy the information gathered from the other groups from the front
board or overhead into the appropriate data table on your lab paper.

--- ---



,

Answer the following questions.

1. What is a variable? _
2. What is a controlled experiment? _

3. What is the manipulated variable? _
4. What was the manipulated variable in your group? _
5. What is a responding variable? _

6. What was the responding variable in this experiment? _

Interpret the Data:
1. Which length rocket went the farthest in group #1? _
2. In group #2, does the number of rubberbands make a rocket go further?
If so why? ___

3. Howwould you know if a rocket is not affected by the variable?_---i

4. Using the correct Data Tables, list all the "fin features" of the ideal
rocket. __

6. What force made the rocket go the farthest? _
7. Which one of Newton's Laws ;s used here? _
8. Define that law. _
9. Describe the features of the "ultimate rocket". _

10. To make this rocket go the farthest distance, at what force and angle
should it be launched, according to your data? & 0
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